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It is the holiday season and November is the month to be thankful! And while you
might be thankful for that awesome video game you have or that pool in your
backyard; being surrounded by family and friends is even more important. The people
in our lives make this month super special for us. And of course we can’t forget eating
delicious foods! So now let’s be thankful that our Paw Prints - November Issue, is
here!

Deaf Culture at Harrington
By Henry N.
The question begins like this: what’s that blinking device in the person’s ear in front of you?
That, my friends, is a Cochlear Implant. Being deaf can be the greatest gift ever. Such as not hearing
the madness of your parents, a dog barking or construction and sleeping in absolute silence. No annoying
background noise.
Actually, I can’t think of anything bad about being deaf. But, you asked, and I shall tell. Read on.
What does it do?
Excellent question! It helps a person with a disability of deafness, deaf meaning in several things such as:
- Hard of hearing, meaning you have little hearing but rather worse than a person with hearing
- Deaf with a capitalized ‘D’ means Culturally Deaf; where you speak American Sign Language
(ASL), speak with other Deaf people and do not use any mechanical hearing devices.
- Finally for the last one deaf with a lowercase ‘d’ means; Cannot hear, having absolutno access to
hearing without a hearing device.
What is a Cochlear Implant?

Well a Cochlear Implant is a device that is a magnet with a computer chip underneath your skin
behind your ear performed by an otolaryngologist. Then there is a wire connecting your chip to the cochlea
(Snail Like Shell) which is behind the ear-drum and the wires circulate the cochlea helping the nerve cells to
produce “hearing”.
What are some ways to communicate with a deaf person?
First thing, if the person wears a cochlear implant, say their name. Make eye contact when speaking with them.
If they use an FM system,
speak into the FM system. Since the pandemic has hit, communication has become more difficult for deaf
people, especially when wearing masks. These few tips can help to make communicating with your peers
easier. Some students might even have an interpreter or intervener that will facilitate communication if it is
noisy or your friend can not hear you.

Teacher Talk
By: Paw Prints Staff
November is the perfect time to reflect on what makes Thanksgiving so special to us all. This
month we set out to find out what makes Thanksgiving for some very special HMS teachers. We
are “thankful” that they took the time to answer our inquiries.
Questions:
What is your favorite Thanksgiving menu item?
What is something that you are thankful for this year?
What is your favorite Thanksgiving memory?
Mrs. Tirico
1. Sweet potato casserole (with lots of marshmallows)
2. The people I love are healthy
3. The year the inside of my “cooked” turkey was raw. I never cooked another
Thanksgiving turkey again :)
Mrs. Schlett
1. Thanksgiving dinner is my FAVORITE dinner! I love all of it...turkey, mashed potatoes,
sweet potatoes, stuffing, gravy, broccoli casserole, and cranberry sauce.
2. I am thankful to be back in school with all of my students and for all of the quality time I
had with my kids at home this year.
3. Every year after dinner we switch the Thanksgiving tablecloth to one for the winter
holidays, give all the kids matching holiday pajamas to put on, and build gingerbread
houses!
Mrs. Wireback
1. Stuffing with gravy!!! I don’t like turkey, so I just eat lots of stuffing :)
2. I am thankful for my family and my wonderful students.
3. The ONE time my mom let me make the turkey...and it was halfway decent.
Mr. Corrado
1. I love homemade stuffing.
2. Time with my family...especially now that my son is away at college.
3. Football games with old friends from high school early morning before getting together
with family.Ms. Gillen

1. Stuffing
2. Family and friends
3. Cooking Thanksgiving dinner and dessert for the family.

Top 10 Things That Don’t Get Enough Thanks
by K.T.G
*Gobble gobble* Thanksgiving is right around the intersection, and everyone’s gonna give thanks to food and money
and all that other muchsense, and yeah, of course y'all would thank that stuff, because it’s really important to each and
everyone of us. But there are some things that are crucial to us, and nobody’s thanking them. So here’s a list of things
you HAVE to thank this year. Or not, I’m not your mom, I can’t tell you what to do.

🦃Producers
These are the people that make all the movies and T.V. shows we all love to binge.
🦃Saliva
Kinda gross, I know, but it helps us taste the snacks we love enjoying.
🦃Corn syrup
It’s technically not a food, but it makes everything taste delicious.
🦃Decorations
Without them, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas just wouldn’t be the same.
🦃Hair
Some animals would look horrendous if not for their hair.
🦃Needles
Though they do hurt a bit, we wouldn’t get properly vaccinated from diseases that would hurt us even more.
🦃Typhoid fever
It is evil, but it caused the death of the Father of Common Schooling.
🦃Fantasmagorie
The very first animation from 1908 that would inspire the cartoons we know and love today.
🦃Outlets
They charge everything.
*gobble gobble*

A Thanksgiving Plate of Laughs
1.

Where do turkeys go to dance?

2.

If you feel scared on Halloween and jolly on Christmas, how do you feel on Thanksgiving?

3.

What’s the main difference between Thanksgiving and April Fools’ Day?

4.

What kind of music did the Pilgrims like?

5.

I can be hot or cold and made with fruit, vegetables, or meat. But either way, on a Thanksgiving
table, I will be a treat. What am I?

The Hidden Lore Behind
Minecraft
Ethan L.

Minecraft is an incredibly big game, but
it doesn't really have an established story. The
developers behind the game are genius with
adding hints, and signals towards what it could
be. The lore is mostly up for interpretation, but
here is the most popular opinion that I have
heard, which I couldn't agree with more.
Back at the beginning of Minecraft,
there was a race of ancient builders. They were
the ones responsible for villages, desert temples,
and all structures in general. Although when
they first arrived in the world, they quickly
starved to death. Not all of them though, as a
duo had discovered how to eat and they
survived. Those dead people became Zombies
and Skeletons as we see them today. A few also
died to extreme cold and dehydration, so that is
where the Strays and Husks originate from.
The remaining people of the ancient
race constructed a village in order for them to
survive. They made farms, houses, discovered
tools, and more. They also created robots, now
known as villagers. They were pure profit
machines, so they did NOT have good deals. But
one day, they ALL got infected by the dead
people.
The cleric of the village, a man named
Brew, discovered potions. He had the genius
idea of throwing potions at the zombies, and it
did barely anything. He was knocked to his feet
and threw everything he had at them, including a
golden apple. By doing that, it cured the infected

villagers. After Brew had saved the village, they
rewarded him by giving him deals on the
villagers.
Next, they discovered the power of the
Nether Portal. One person was just making a
doorway, but wasn't satisfied with it. They lit it
on fire, and the portal opened! When he went
through, he was instantly bombarded with mobs.
More specifically Withers. His partner followed
him through, and saw no threats. All he saw was
a piece of brown sand, with faces inside of it. He
took it home, and discovered that he could run
on it to produce blue particles, with a very
specific enchantment. Pretty soon, more and
more people started going into the nether.
Although after seeing all of the Withers
roaming around, they decided it would be a good
idea to create a Fortress. It was completely
immune to Wither blasts, and offered plenty of
protection while they attempted to produce more
potions.
Another set of people brought pigs into
the Nether, and built a giant black structure to
protect them. They needed food after all. But
that place was bombarded by hoglins, a hostile
mob in the Crimson forests. The Hoglins carried
a disease with them which infected every single
pig and made them humanoid. They also killed
off the humans. But the infected pigs felt a
sudden urge to collect gold from the nether.
They went around, finding that they could see
most gold in the crimson forests. They put loot
into their Bastion Remnants, while killing
players and collecting their soul sand for nether
wart. That's the end of this segment, but in
December, I will continue telling you the story...

If you've read through this, you probably like
minecraft. So why not join a server? It's open to all of
Harrington! Here is the discord invite for the server:
https://discord.gg/Mz8ysBUC .
Anyone playing Java, Windows 10, and Pocket Edition
can join. If you don't have discord, just email me at
either eleitinger096@mtlaurelschools.org, or
nixgaming69@gmail.com.

Watch Google Translate Get
Weird
By Lila T.
People all around the world use a
translator built into Google in order to
communicate with others from around the
world. Google Translate. I’ve used it, you’ve
used it. The thing about it is, a robot can’t
understand the context of a conversation, or
several nuances in a language. To
showcase how awkward Google Translate
can be, we put a simple phrase through
several different languages and then back
to english.
What phrase was this? I took a
sample from this article. “People all around
the world use a translator built into Google
in order to communicate with others from
around the world.” Let’s watch this get
interesting.
To start, Spanish said “People all
over the world use a built-in Google
translator to communicate with other people
around the world.” A bit less accurate, but
not that bad. For the next one, I chose
Russian. “People all over the world use the
built-in Glasses translator to communicate
with other people around the world.” Google
to glasses. Sure. Let’s go with that. After a
few more iterations, here is what we have.
“People all over the world use built glass to
communicate other people around the
world.” What is our final product? Well, here

is the final product. “People around that
world uses built glass to communicate with
others around the world.”
Now, what we are left with, isn’t that
bad. A couple of years ago, this would have
been a lot worse. If you want to see old
google translate in action, Google Translate
Sings is a fun thing to spend a boring
afternoon googling. It’s all fun and games
until someone tries to talk to someone
speaking a different language. You might
start having a conversation about glass!

How to feel happy
-Kamryn R.
Feeling down in the dumps?
Probably.
Don't know why?
Nope.
Seasonal?
Depression.
What is seasonal depression?: Seasonal
depression or seasonal affective disorder (SAD)
is “depression that happens to a person only at a
specific time of year. With SAD, a person becomes
depressed in fall or winter, when days are shorter
and it gets dark earlier.” Source:
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/sad.html
Some symptoms of SAD are:
- Mood changes. People with SAD may
be more irritable, depressed, or feeling
worthless.
- Pessimism. They may tend to look on
the downside of things.
- They may have less fun doing things
they normally enjoy.
- People with SAD may sleep more than
usual, and may have less energy.
- People experiencing SAD may overeat
or undereat, overeaters tend to lean
towards sugary or comfort foods.

Here are 10 ways to keep yourself feeling
good during this Thanksgiving holiday!
1. Get outside. Sunlight is proven to boost
anyone’s mood.
2. Spend time with people that care and
support you, or just people you
genuinely enjoy being around.
3. Eat healthily. I know it’s hard but it
helps to know that you’re not putting
just anything into your body.
4. Create a base schedule. Put in things
you’ll look forward to throughout the
day. Being organized or just having a
physical representation of your day’s
outline may help just a little.
5. Use aromatherapy. It may sound stupid
to some but it helps.
6. Be active. Exercise is good for the
reward or accomplishment chemical,
dopamine.
7. Take a trip. Going on little adventures or
exploring new places gives you a sense
of adventure.
8. Start journaling. Having your feelings
out on paper really helps. you can even
rip it up, burn it, or throw it in a
shredder!
9. Take vitamin D supplements. VD
deficiency may be a risk factor for
depressive symptoms.

10. Don't take your symptoms to heart! If
you try to put yourself in a box it may
just make you feel worse.
DO NOT self diagnose. Everyone may
feel depressive symptoms from time to
time, and there are many forms of
depression.
If you’re like me and know your
symptoms are way more than SAD, talk

to a licensed professional! They’ll be
able to get you a solid diagnosis like
mine (MDD). I’ve experienced it and I
feel you.
Resources
https://www.everydayhealth.com/depression/treat
ment/ways-to-ease-seasonal-depression/
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/sad.html

Get to Know Your Morning Announcers!
1.
2.
3.
4.

By: Tessa S. and Anika T.
Why did you sign up to be a morning announcer?
What is your favorite thing to say on the announcements?
What is something you would like to say on the announcements?
If you could have any superpower, what would it be and why?

Name

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

Cassie Q.

“No one else
would do it.”

“My friends'
names.

“When my
friends lose their
sports game.”

“Invisibility so I
could eavesdrop
on people.”

Ryan S.

“I was bored.”

“The long
paragraphs.”

“I don’t know.”

“Super speed to
get places fast.”

Prisha P.

“To have
leadership
skills.”

“Information
about the clubs
that I’m in.”

“How amazing I
am.”

“Teleportation
so I won’t be
late to school.”

Zach S.

“I felt bad for
whoever was
doing it.”

“Save Promise
club.”

“Whenever Ryan “To fly so I
corrects me.”
could go to far
places.”

Hannah B.

“No one else
was signing up.”

“The new club

“School is out
early!”

“Telekinesis to
move stuff
around.”

Aaliyah B.

“I like public
speaking and it
helps with stage
fright.”

“Save Promise
club.”

To love who you
are no matter
what people
say.”

“Teleportation
so you can
maybe save your
life.”

announcements.”

National Today: No-Shave November
By: Henry N.
1. National Brush Day
National Men Make
Dinner
2. National Deviled Egg
Day
3. National Sandwich Day
4. National Chicken Lady
Day
6. National Saxophone Day
7. Zero Tasking Day
8. National Dunce Day
9. Chaos Never Dies Day
10. Sesame Street Day
11. National Sundae Day

14. National Spicy Guacamole Day
15. National Clean Out Your Fridge Day
16. National Princess Day
17. International Men’s Day
World Toilet Day
18. National Peanut Butter Fudge Day
National Absurdity Day
19. National Gingerbread Cookie Day
20. Love Your Freckles Day
21. National Espresso Day
22. D.B. Cooper Day
National Sardines Day
23. National Parfait Day
24. Flossing Day

12. National Pizza with the
Works Except
Anchovies Day

25. Red Planet Day
26. National Lemon Cream Pie Day
27.. National Stay at Home Because You’re Well Day

How To Use Superpowers
Chapter 3- Explanation
By: G.S.
See the last edition of Paw Prints to catch up on How to Use Superpowers 101!
River’s POV
The three of them sat at the small, circular table awkwardly. River had a guilty look on their face
while Birb and Mae each wore an expression with a mixture of fear and confusion. “Uhhh.. what did you
want to talk to us about?” Mae asked nervously.
“Oh, uh, right.” River stuttered. “I need to show you guys something.” They looked around
cautiously before closing their eyes. The world glazed over with a shockingly blue tint. Birb and Mae
froze, their faces twisted in confusion. River took a deep breath before getting up from the chair they were
sitting in. They made their way over to Mae’s part of the table and stood behind them. Then, they closed
their eyes and everything went back to normal. Well, as normal as things could be in this situation.
River tapped on Mae’s shoulder. Mae spun around in their seat. River was surprised they didn’t
get whiplash. All the while, Birb was just staring in total shock. “Wh- how- HUH???” Mae managed to
stutter out. “YOU CAN TELEPORT????? Aw man that’s so much cooler than my power.”
“Well no, I can’t exactly tele- wait did you say ‘my power’?” River asked with a confused look.
“Oh, so I’m not the only one then…” Birb said, still with a shocked expression.
“Wait what?” River asked, trying to make sense of whatever the heck was happening. “Okay one
person at a time. Mae, what do you mean?”
“Well, today I was working… and I got writer’s block… and then there was fire… from my
hands…” They said, recalling what had just happened about thirty minutes ago.
“Okay… so you also have a power. Birb, what about you? I heard you say ‘I’m not the only
one’.”
Birb looked up from staring at his hands. “Uh… I don’t remember too clearly but I think I turned
into a mouse…” He said casually.
“Okay… so we all have powers. This is a little strange.” River said, nodding their head.
“Yeah it seems we do. Riv, what can you do?” Mae asked.
“Well I’m not 100% sure, but I think it’s time manipulation. I’ve figured out that I can make time
stop but I’ll be aware while it’s happening. Like earlier, I closed my eyes after turning off my alarm for
about an hour. But, when I woke up, it was still only 6:31. I’m not too sure how to explain it.” River said.
The others stared at them. “Oh… sorry for going full nerd on you guys.” River laughed awkwardly.
“It’s alright.” Birb assured.

“Yeah. Your power is really cool. So you can move around when time is frozen?” Mae asked.
River nodded their head, as if they were an expert on the topic already. “Wait. Can you pull people into
paused time with you?”
“I don’t know…” River said, trying to figure out if they could. “Maybe at some point we should
figure out how all of our powers work?” They suggested.
“Yeah that would be a good idea.” Birb said. “I need to figure out what I can do.”
“I think I have a spot where we can go.” Mae said, a mischievous look on their face.
.oOo.
Mae’s POV
“Why did we have to wait until two in the morning to go?” River whined. Them, Birb and Mae
were walking down a road that looked almost abandoned.
“SHHHH.” Mae warned. “I didn’t want to risk getting caught.” They whispered.
They walked for a few more minutes before stopping in front of a warehouse. “Why are we
here?” Birb asked. Mae ignored the question as they searched their bag for something.
“What are you looking for?” River asked. As soon as they had finished the question, Mae found
what they were looking for. They took a key out of their bag and started unlocking the door. Birb and
River looked at each other before walking through the opened door.
“What is this place?” River cooed in amazement. It really wasn’t anything special. It was mostly
an empty warehouse other than a few scattered boxes.
“This is my company’s unused storage room. It’s almost completely abandoned and it’s perfect
for us to use.” Mae explained. “So, let’s get to work.”

November Book Review:
The Rest of the Story by Sarah Dessen
By A.C
A great book I read this month is The Rest of the Story by Sarah Dessen. It is a
longer read compared to most other books I’ve read recently, but it incorporates different
topics such as family and friendship, which can be enjoyable for a wide range of readers.
The main character in this story is Emma Saylor, a teenage girl who has to live
with her mom’s side of the family during her father and her stepmom’s honeymoon due
to a sudden change of plans. She immediately is reluctant about going, though as Emma

Saylor finally meets so much of her family that she hasn’t ever seen before, she realizes
how much her father has kept her from after her mother’s death.
Soon, Emma meets Roo, a boy who was apparently her best friend when she used to visit the lake
as a child with her mom. They form a strong bond and Roo becomes Emma’s main love interest in this
romance novel. She also meets her cousin, Bailey, and the pair get along quickly and act like sisters. After
Emma’s three weeks at the lake are up, she realizes how much she’ll miss her mom’s family and she end up
staying on the other side of the lake with her dad, grandmother, and step-mom, though she isn’t very
pleased to go there.

I would give this book a solid 4 out of 5 stars. It is a bit lengthy but the beginning was definitely
attention grabbing and keeps readers interested. However, the main problem I had with this story is that
right around the middle, it got very boring, and not much progressed in the story and between Emma and
Roo. It was difficult to get through some of the chapters in this part of the book. Additionally, the book
consisted of roughly 450 pages, but only 24 long chapters. This is a personal preference, but I definitely
like a myriad of short chapters better than fewer, lengthy chapters.
Overall, this book was pretty enjoyable to read. I would definitely recommend it to anyone who
enjoys the romance aspect of stories, but not to the point that it becomes the main idea. Check it out!

The Secrets Of the Turkey:

🦃

The Most Random Facts That Might Make You Think Twice About The Turkey
By: Emily J

Turkeys… You know them, you love them, as the prize of the Thanksgiving dinner table! But
what do you not know about these gobbling birds?
Firstly, you know how turkeys ¨gobble gobble¨? Well, only the male turkeys actually gobble.
Each male turkey has his own gobble sound that is used to attract potential mates. Turkeys are very social
birds, which is why you normally see wild turkeys together, or in a flock. Turkeys are also very sensitive
and intelligent, so don't mess with them. Wild turkeys are different from domesticated turkeys because
they are considered two of the many different turkey breeds. Wild turkeys can fly, so they tend to sleep in
trees. Wild turkeys can fly small distances, and can reach speeds up to 40 to 50 miles per hour. Turkeys
are not only smart, but they can see better than humans. In captivity, turkeys can live up to 12 years, and
in the wild about 10. An average turkey will lay about 2 eggs per week. Turkeys are mostly scared of loud
noises. Wild turkeys have a long list of predators which include raccoons, coyotes, bobcats, skunks,
weasels, opossums, and of course, humans! Turkeys kill snakes, so if you have a snake problem, buy a
turkey! Sadly, some have short term memory loss so it might not remember to catch them. The president
actually chooses two turkeys' lives to be spared, and they get to go enjoy life at a zoo. This tradition
started when Abraham Lincoln’s son begged for a turkey’s life to be spared instead of cooked.
As you can see, turkeys can be very fascinating creatures, not just dinner .

😉

A Definitive Ranking of RED (Taylor’s Version)
By: Keira M.

Swifties all around the world have been waiting for Red, (Taylor’s Version) after Taylor Swift announced
she will be rerecording her first 6 albums, and especially after Fearless (Taylor’s Version) came out in
April. On Friday, November 12th, 2021, Red (Taylor´s Version) was officially released. And even though r
alswifties rankings are ever changing, here it is. Ranked.
*Ronan (Taylor´s Version) (From the Vault) will not be included out of respect for the family*
…

1. All Too Well (Ten Minute Version) (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 10000000/10 that short
film is amazing
2. Better Man (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 100/10 so beautiful
3. Nothing New (feat. Phoebe Bridgers) (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 13/10 PHOEBE.
BRIDGERS. GOT. A. VERSE. (that says enough)
4. Treacherous (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 so angelic and better than original
5. All Too Well (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 it's literally all too well.
6. State Of Grace (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 hit harder than the original for sure
7. Begin Again (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 makes me cry every single time
8. Message in A Bottle (Taylor’s Version ) (From the Vault) - 10/10 blew me away
9. Sad Beautiful Tragic (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 again, i'm crying
10. Come Back… Be Here (Taylor’s Version) - 10/10 guess what… crying !
11. Holy Ground (Taylor’s Version) - 9/10 beginning doesn't go as hard as the original but still in
love with it
12. The Lucky One (Taylor’s Version) - 9/10 was expecting more but still loved it
13. I Almost Do (Taylor’s Version) - 9/10 i loved it so so much but the 2 above it hold bigger places
in my heart
14. Run (feat. Ed Sheeran) (Taylor’s Version ) (From the Vault) - 9/10 surprised me on how much
better it was than i thought it would be
15. The Last Time (feat. Gary Lightbody of Snow Patrol) (Taylor’s Version) - 9/10 that beginning is
amazing
16. Babe (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 8/10 people hate this but i love it
17. The Moment I Knew (Taylor’s Version) - 8/10 just yes but eh but yes but eh
18. The Very First Night (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 8/10 needs some more listens to go
higher but still amazing
19. Forever Winter (Taylor’s Version) - 8/10 breaks my heart cause i love this but I need to give it
more listens
20. Red (Taylor’s Version) - 8/10 the amazing title track, but there's just better songs
21. I Knew You Were Trouble (Taylor’s Version) - 8/10 a staple but not the best
22. Starlight (Taylor’s Version) - 8/10 i wanna dance every time this places but there's just better
songs
23. I Bet You Think About Me (feat. Chris Stapleton) (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault) - 7/10 least
favorite vault song honestly
24. Everything Has Changed (feat. Ed Sheeran) (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 never my favorite
25. 22 (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 again a staple but not best
26. We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 this ranking hurts my swiftie
heart
27. Stay Stay Stay (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 cannot get the chorus out of my head thought
28. Girl at Home (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 this ranking hurts my swiftie heart SOUL
29. State of Grace (Acoustic Version) (Taylor’s Version) - 7/10 something had to be last and you
already know my true feelings on this song

Harrington Happenings
What’s Happening in Student Council?
By: Anika T.

The Harrington Student Council is busily planning activities for the rest of 2021.
On Thursday November 11, 2021, the Harrington family supported Veterans by
wearing camo on Veterans Day and made thank you videos to send to local
veterans. A canned food drive has been organized to benefit local food banks.
Harrington is also having a winter clothing drive from November 29, 2021 to
January 7, 2022. They are looking to collect socks, hats, and gloves to donate
to Covenant House and VA Clinics in Burlington County. Lastly, in December,
there will be a Candy Cane Gram sale in our lunch rooms from November 29th
to December 10th. You can purchase a candy cane for $1 and have it sent to a
teacher or friend in the building.

Mashed Potato Collection

Each year the Mount Laurel School District partners with the Mount Laurel
Rotary and Mount Laurel Library to provide December Holiday food baskets
for needy families in the district. Students in each of our schools are requested
to donate one food item to help make these holiday baskets complete. Harrington
Middle School students and staff have been asked to donate one box of instant
mashed potatoes. If you can contribute, please bring your box to the Main
Office no later than Wednesday, December 15th

Introduction to Posterpreneur
A New Club at Harrington
By E. S., F. W.

Are you interested in graphic design? Do you want to apply that skill in the real world?
The Posterpreneur club may be the club for you. In Posterpreneurs, you will learn how to design
posters and learn how to sell to customers outside of the school. The club will meet once to twice
a month to create and design posters, as well as learning how to sell a product as a business. The
club will be run by Ms. Mangla, reach out to her for more information.

Introduction to Teen Science Cafe
Join Teen Science Cafe to do fun experiments and learn about STEM careers. The first
Thursday of every month, a guest comes and teaches us about a STEM career and plans
interactive experiments for us. We do fun activities while learning something. Snacks are
provided and we also give out door prizes at every meet. Meetings are held in B48 (the STEM
room) and for more information, see Ms.Ashman or Mrs.Barrett.

Middle School Madness
By: Moxie

November Word Scramble
By Avery G.
yteruk- _________
ofod- _________
Iifamy- _____________
rbeomvne- __________
ovel- _____________
orcn- ________
totopaes- __________
uym- _________
tgoethre- ___________
maercia- _________

\
Turkey
Sauce
Gravy
Ham

Mashed Potatoes
Beans
Corn
Stuffing

Pie
Pork
Peas
Yams

